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ABSTRACT: Melt spinning at semi-industrial conditions of carbon black (CB) containing textiles fibers with enhanced electrical con-

ductivity suitable for heating applications is described. A conductive compound of CB and high density polyethylene (HDPE) was

incorporated into the core of bi-component fibers which had a sheath of polyamide 6 (PA6). The rheological and fiber-forming prop-

erties of a low-structured and a high-structured CB/HDPE composite were compared in terms of their conductivity. The low-

structured CB gave the best trade-off between processability and final conductivity. This was discussed in terms of the strength of the

resulting percolated network of carbon particles and its effect on the spin line stability during melt spinning. The conductivity was

found to be further enhanced with maintained mechanical properties by an in line thermal annealing of the fibers at temperatures in

the vicinity of the melting point of HDPE. By an adequate choice of CB and annealing conditions a conductivity of 1.5 S/cm of the

core material was obtained. The usefulness of the fibers for heating applications was demonstrated by means of a woven fabric con-

taining the conductive fibers in the warp direction. By applying a voltage of 48 V the surface temperature of the fabric rose from 20

to 30�C. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2015, 132, 42255.
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INTRODUCTION

Textile fibers have been utilized by mankind for centuries to

protect the body from harsh environmental conditions.1 For a

long time fibers were collected from natural resources (e.g. cot-

ton, flax, wool, silk) and the development was focused on wear-

ing comfort, aesthetic aspects, and manufacturing technologies

and was in fact an important driver for the industrialization

during the 19th century. In recent times more and more efforts

have been spent to impart various functionalities to textiles. An

example of such functionality is electrical conductivity, which

plays a crucial role in the emerging field of smart textiles2 and

is utilized in applications like anti-static protection, electromag-

netic interferences (EMI) shielding, sensors, signal transfer and

heating. To achieve a very high conductivity of the yarn, from

which textile fabrics are woven or knitted, thin metal wires can

be combined with textile fibers in various ways.2 Another

approach is to coat the fibers with a thin metal layer.3 However,

there are certain drawbacks in using metals, associated e.g.

with degradation by wear and tear and durability during textile

manufacturing or use.4 Furthermore, corrosion and oxidation

can occur, leading to failure due to lack of conductivity.

Thus, there are good arguments for seeking other ways of mak-

ing textile fibers conductive. Our research group has recently

investigated the possibility of using conductive polymer compo-

sites in the manufacturing of melt-spun textile fibers.5–8 Con-

ductive carbon nanoparticles, carbon black (CB), carbon

nanotubes (CNT) and, recently, graphite nanoplatelets (GNP),

have gained intense attention during the last decades. The addi-

tion of an adequate amount of such particles to the polymer

dramatically improves its properties and adds functionality to

the polymer.9–11 The ability of a conductive polymer composite

(CPC) to be processed into a fiber depends on several factors,

e.g. compounding history, polymer matrix, processing condi-

tions and the specific filler used. When GNPs are used as filler,

fibers with high loadings can be produced, but the uniaxial

elongational flow during spinning orients the platelets in the

direction of flow and the conductivity is significantly impaired.8

With CNTs in a fiber, the cylindrical CNTs will be oriented in

the axial direction of the fiber.12 Consequently, the conductivity

of the fibers is reduced with increasing draw-down ratio.6,13,14

Thus CB, although its lower inherent conductivity compared to

CNT and GNP, would be the most favourable option for melt

spinning applications since it is less affected by flow orientation
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effects. Furthermore, the decrease in conductivity of a polymer/

CB composite during the drawing can be restored by heat treat-

ment, which is not the case for polymer/CNT or polymer/GNP

composites.7,8

However, the addition of CB (as also CNT and GNP) to a ther-

moplastic polymer has its drawbacks related to processability.

As a result of the formation of a percolated network of carbon

particles, a strong viscosity enhancement and pronounced melt

elasticity, accompanied with a yield stress phenomenon follow.

This has a negative effect on the fiber spinning in terms of spin

line instabilities, fiber diameter variations and ultimately, as the

melt draw ratio increases, spin line breakage.15 To overcome

some of these difficulties it was recently proposed to use bi-

component technology,7 where the fibers have a conductive

composite in the core surrounded by a fiber forming polymer

in the sheath. The main part of the spin line stress is then taken

up by the sheath polymer relieving some of the requirements

on spinnability of the CPC core material. Bi-component fibers

with a PA6 sheath and a core material of CB filled HDPE with

a conductivity of 0.35 S/cm in the core were then produced.7

It has been shown that different types of CB give different types

of electrical percolation behaviour. A more branched structure

has a lower percolation threshold.16,17 The melt rheological

properties of the composite also depends on the structure of CB

used, cf.,18 which is also reflected in the processing proper-

ties.19,20 However, little or no attention has been given to how

the CB structure influences the properties of melt-spun fibers.

The objective of present study is evaluate how a low structured

CB composite (in comparison to a high structured CB) influ-

ence the spinning process and fibers final electrical conductivity.

Also, there is a need to further enhance the conductivity of the

fibers, especially for heating applications. Thus, there are good

motives for assessing the effect of CB type on spinnability and

resulting conductivity, which is the aim of the present study.

More specifically, the focus is on the feasibility of melt spinning

a conductive HDPE/CB composite incorporated as the core in

bi-component fibers. The influence of in-line heat treatment of

bi-component fibres is also evaluated.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

The polymer used for preparation of the core compound was a

high density polyethylene (HDPE) ASPUN 6835A from Dow

(Midland, MI); MFI (melt flow index) 5 17 g/10 min at 190�C
(for 2.16 kg), density 5 950 kg/m3 and melting point 129�C.

The polymer for the sheath was polyamide 6 (PA6), Ultramide

B33L obtained from BASF, Germany with a density of 1130 kg/

m3. The low surface area carbon black (LS-CB) grade was

Ensaco 250 from Timcal, Switzerland with a density of 1900 kg/

m3, a bulk density of 185 kg/m3 a BET surface area of 65 m2/g

and an Oil Absorption Number (OAN) of 190 mL/100 g. The

high surface area grade CB (HS-CB) was Ketjenblack 600 JD

from Akzo Nobel, the Netherlands, with a density of 1800 kg/

m3, a bulk density of 100–120 kg/m3, a pore volume (DBP) of

480–510 mL/100g and a BET surface area of 1400 m2/g. All data

as given by the suppliers.

Composite Manufacturing

The core composite was compounded using a Coperion (ZSK

26 K 10,6, Germany) co-rotational twin screw extruder with 10

heating zones. The barrel temperature profile was set to: zone 1:

165�C and zones 2-10: 205�C, starting from the hopper inlet.

The screw speed was 230 rpm. The final filler content was con-

trolled by adjusting the feeding rate of the polymer and CB, the

total throughput being set to 10 kg/h. The extrudate was solidi-

fied in a water bath and pelletized using a strand cutter.

Production of Strands for Conductivity Measurements and

Monofilament Spinning

Fiber spinning and production of undrawn strands was per-

formed using a capillary rheometer (CEAST Rheoscope 1000

manufactured by CEAST Turin, Italy). Undrawn strands were

produced with a 10-mm long capillary with a diameter of

1 mm. For melt drawing trials a different die was used: the

leading and middle portion diameter was 9.50 mm and

2.50 mm, respectively, with 45� cone angle. The exit capillary

length was 1.2 mm with diameter (dcap) 0.6 mm. The diameter

of the barrel (dbar) was 9.55 mm and piston speed (Vp) 20 mm/

min. The exit velocity of the melt (V0) was calculated according

to eq. (1). During spinning, the speed of the take-up wheel was

gradually increased until spin line breakage occurred (at Vb)

and the critical melt draw ratio (MDR@break) at break was

then calculated using eq. (2). The exit velocity at the die was

5.1 mm/min, which corresponds to an apparent shear rate at

the capillary wall of 1120 s21. For composites with a low spinn-

ability, a set-up with a guide wheel was used as shown in Figure

1. The distance from the capillary die to the wheel was 0.85 m

and between the wheel and the winder it was 1.75 m. For pro-

duction of the undrawn strands a piston speed of 5 mm/min

was used and strands with a length of about 15 cm were col-

lected with a pair of tweezers. The temperature was set to

230�C in all experiments.

V0 ¼ Vp

dbar
2

dcap
2

(1)

MDR@break ¼
Vb

V0

(2)

Morphology Characterization

Cross-sections of strands and fibers were ion polished (Gatan

model 693, USA) to obtain a smooth surface for the scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) analysis. Micrographs were obtained

using a field-emission gun SEM (FEG-SEM) JSM 7800 F from

Jeol, Japan.

Rheological Measurements

Dynamic rheological measurements were performed at 230�C
using a cone and plate rheometer (CS melt, Bohlin, Sweden).

The cone diameter was 15 mm and the cone angle 5.4� and the

measurements were performed under nitrogen atmosphere. The

shear amplitude used was 0.1–1% depending on the filler con-

tent and was within the linear viscoelastic region. The same

instrument and temperature was used for determining the shear

stress (shear strain) relation. A Rheograph 2002 capillary vis-

cometer (G€ottfert, Germany) was used to measure the apparent

shear viscosity. The capillary had a length of 10 mm, a diameter
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of 1 mm and an entrance angle of 180�. The pressure was meas-

ured with a transducer with a pressure range of 0–500 bar. The

temperature was 230�C and the shear rate range was 30–

3000 L/s.

Bi-Component Fiber Manufacturing

Bi-component fiber spinning was performed using a melt spin-

ning line from Extrusion Systems Limited (ESL, Leeds, Eng-

land), schematically shown in Figure 1. Fibers were spun at

different combinations of the melt draw ratio (MDR = V1/V0),

the solid state draw ratio (SSDR = V3/V2) and the godet roll

temperatures (T1 and T2). The velocities V0, V1, and V3 as well

as the roll temperatures are explained in Figure 1. The diameter

of the fibers produced was controlled by the total draw ratio

(MDRxSSDR) through the entire system. The temperature set-

tings were as follows: Extruder 1 (sheath) zones 1, 2 and 3:

220�C, 270�C, and 270�C, respectively; Extruder 2 (core) zones

1, 2 and 3: 210�C, 270�C, and 270�C, respectively. The tempera-

ture of the spinneret and the metering pumps was set to 270�C.

Table I shows the spinning parameters for the fibers produced.

Measurement of the Electrical Conductivity

The conductivity measurements were performed using the two-

probe method on un-drawn 100 mm long strands with a diam-

eter of 1 mm. In case of the bi-component fibers, a bundle of

fibers was cut with a razor blade and contacted with silver paint

at the ends. The applied voltage, using a voltage supply (Oltro-

nix D400-007D, Sweden), was varied between 10 and 50 V

depending on the sample resistance. The current was measured

with a digital multimeter (Fluke 8846A, USA). The volume con-

ductivity rv was calculated as:

rv ¼
ql2I

mU
(3)

where q is the density of the core material, l is the length of the

fiber bundle, I is the measured current, m is the mass of the

core material and U is the measured voltage. For each system,

five specimens were measured.

The electrical conductivity of the fibers was also measured dur-

ing heating and cooling in an oven. A set-up similar to the one

described above was used, but with a different multimeter

(Thurlby 1905a, England) connected to a computer continu-

ously logging the current. The temperature was measured using

a resistance thermometer, Pt100, placed in the vicinity of the

fibers, and connected to a temperature logger (Kimo Kistock

KTT310, France). The temperature was raised from ambient to

150�C at a rate of 4�C/min.

Tensile Testing of Fibers

The fiber titer and tenacity was determined on single filaments

using a Vibroscope/Vibrodyn device (Lenzing, Austria). The dis-

tance between the clamps was 20 mm and the test speed

20 mm/min. The results given are averages of 24 tested samples.

Thermal Properties

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analyses were per-

formed using a TGA/DSC 1 (Metler Toledo, Switzerland). Scans

were performed at a heating/cooling rate of 10�C/min. Speci-

mens prepared from a pelletized sample of the CPC were placed

in an aluminum pan. Each sample was heated well above the

melting temperature and subsequently cold. The results shown

are from the first heating scan. Measurements were made on

three samples.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Electrical Conductivity of the Core in the Bi-Component

Fibers

Figure 2 shows the electrical conductivity versus the filler vol-

ume fraction of the LS-CB/HDPE composite. The coefficient of

variation was less than 10% calculated using five samples at

each filler loading. The curve in the graph represents a power

law fit according to classic percolation theory:

r ¼ jðvf 2vcÞb (4)

where r is the conductivity of the composite, j is regarded as a

fitting parameter related to the conductivity of the filler, tc is

the percolation threshold, tf the volume fraction of CB and b is

Figure 1. To the left, picture of equipment used for determining the

MDR at break and to the right, schematic drawing of the melt spinning

equipment used for production of bi-component fibers.
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the critical exponent related to the dimensionality of the con-

ductive filler network. The parameters in the equation were

obtained from the experimental data using a least squares linear

regression. According to classic percolation theory, three dimen-

sional systems of randomly distributed spherical particles typi-

cally have a critical exponent between 1.5 and 2.0.21 The present

system had a critical exponent b of 2.4, somewhat larger than

the stated range. In our previous studies using a CB with a sub-

stantially higher surface area, a similar value of b (2.3) was

found,6 but a value as high as 2.9 was recently reported for CB/

HDPE systems.22

As shown in Figure 2, the percolation threshold was achieved at

4.1 vol % filler for the LS-CB composite. With the same HDPE

grade as polymer matrix, but using HS-CB with a higher surface

area the threshold was 1.0 vol % filler.6 Figure 3 shows SEM

micrographs of the two composites at the same volume concen-

tration (5.3 vol %). The large difference in morphology and

electrical conductivity between the two composite systems is

likely to be attributed to the difference in specific surface area

and structure between the two CB grades, cf.19 In Ref. 23

micrographs of injection-molded samples, where the polymer

on the surface was removed by etching, revealed that primary

aggregates in a high-structured CB formed a well-defined net-

work in contrast to that of a low-structured CB forming of

what appears to be somewhat larger aggregates with only a few

contact points. The HS-CB has both a larger surface area and

smaller primary particles which is known to contribute to the

highly branched aggregate structure (or morphology) present in

the HS-CB grade24 thus reducing the percolation threshold

compared to the LS-CB. Figure 3 certainly indicates that the

high structured CB forms a dense network and thus gives a

lower percolation threshold and a higher conductivity at given

filler loading in the vicinity of percolation threshold. The elec-

trical conductivity of the 5.3 vol % HS-CB composite was

0.2 S/cm compared to 0.002 S/cm for the LS-CB material.

Rheological Properties and Spinnability of the Core

Composite

Figure 4(a) shows the storage modulus G0 of unfilled HDPE

and of its nano-composite with different loadings up to 26 vol

% of LS-CB as a function of the angular frequency at 230�C.

Not surprisingly the storage modulus increased as the filler con-

tent increased. At higher amounts of CB, the frequency depend-

ence of the modulus became less pronounced indicating a

plateau at low frequencies. Such a plateau indicates the forma-

tion of a percolated particle network. The material containing

the HS-CB had storage modulus in the low frequency range

that was almost three orders of magnitude greater than that of

the LS-CB at the same filler volume fraction of CB (5.3 vol %).

The HS-CB thus develops a much stronger network than the

LS-CB that will have repercussions on the melt spinnability.

Table I. Spinning Parameters and Electrical Properties of the Produced Bi-Component Fibers

Sample
no.

Vol %
carbon i
n core

Vol %
core
material

Die exit
speed, V0

(m/min)

Take off
roller, V1

(m/min)

Middle
roller, V2

(m/min) MDR SSDR

Temperature
Bottom roller,
T1 (�C)

Temperature
middle roller,
T2 (�C)

Conductivity
(S/cm)

1 26 25 5.66 259 529 47 2 70 70 0.15

2 26 25 5.66 259 529 47 2 130 130 0.76

3 26 33 6.37 259 529 41 2 130 130

4 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 50 50 0.31

5 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 70 70 0.44

6 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 80 80 0.72

7 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 90 90 1.19

8 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 100 100 1.17

9 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 120 120 1.06

10 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 130 130 1.39

11 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 140 140 1.27

12 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 70 140 0.72

13 26 38 4.60 211 430 47 2 130 140

14 26 38 4.60 147 150 33 2 130 140 1.50

15 26 46 4.60 211 430 47 2 130 140

16 22.1 25 5.66 488 996 88 2 70 70 0.19

17 22.1 33 6.37 488 996 78 2 70 70

18 18.4 25 5.66 558 571 101 1 70 70 0.47

19 18.4 25 5.66 279 569 50 2 70 70 0.18

20 18.4 25 5.66 186 569 33 3 70 70 0.14

21 18.4 25 5.66 976 997 176 1 70 70

22 18.4 25 5,66 488 996 88 2 70 70

23 18.4 25 5.66 326 997 59 3 70 70
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Figure 4(b) shows the magnitude of complex viscosity |g*| ver-

sus angular frequency x and the steady state shear viscosity ver-

sus shear rate for the same materials as in Figure 4(a) and also

for PA6. For filled polymer systems, the slope of the viscosity

versus frequency curve at higher filler contents approaches 21

in this double logarithmic plot at lower frequencies indicating a

yield stress, i.e. a transition from liquid like to solid-like

behavior.6 At higher shear rates (obtained with the capillary vis-

cometer) which are more relevant to the shear rates at hand in

the melt spinning process,25 PA6 (used in the sheath) had a vis-

cosity not far from that of the core composite materials. Evi-

dently the Cox-Merz rule fails for the particle filled polymers,

cf.26 From Figure 4(a,b) it is evident that HS-CB clearly had a

greater impact on the rheological response than LS-CB. A simi-

lar observation was recently made by Ren et al.20 and they con-

cluded that the HS-CB network was more stable at large strains

compared to LS-CB and that LS-CB aggregates had stronger

tendency for and re-aggregation in the polymer melt.

Figure 5 shows both the shear yield stress Ys(u) and plateau

storage modulus G0(u) for the LS-CB/HDPE composites as a

function of filler volume fraction at 230�C. Rheological shear

stress measurements were performed in a controlled stress mode

and plateau modulus is the storage modulus at the lowest fre-

quency from Figure 4(b). The yield stress was detected by grad-

ually increasing the torque (shear stress) applied to the cone in

the rheometer until meaningful readouts were noted. The very

low shear rate values in Figure 6 are fictitious since they

Figure 2. Electrical percolation behaviour of LS-CB in PE compared with

data for HS-CB in PE from Ref. 7.

Figure 3. Micrographs of ion polished cross sections of extruded strands

with 5.3 vol % CB in HDPE. a) HS-CB and b) LS-CB.

Figure 4. (a) Storage modulus of CB/PE composites at different filler vol-

ume concentrations as function of angular frequency. (b) Complex viscos-

ity and apparent shear viscosity of the polymers and their blends with CB

as function of angular frequency and apparent shear rate.
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represent shear rates calculated by the rheometer software from

the magnitude of the electrical noise of the rotation angle meter

while the cone actually is at rest. Both G0(u) and Ys(u) exhibit

a power law type of relation to the filler volume fraction. The

ratio of G0(u) to Ys(u) is roughly about 0.1 as seen in Figure 5.

Based on Hooke’s this indicates that that yielding (breaking the

intrinsic carbon particle network) occurs at a shear strain of

about 10%. Figure 6 reveals that the HS-CB containing HDPE

exhibited a higher YS value than LS-CB at a given volume con-

centration. The yield stress of the HS-CB composite was

approximately two orders of magnitude greater than that of the

LS-CB composite at the same filler volume fraction. HS-CB

obviously formed a stronger intrinsic network at a given filler

concentration and filler–filler interactions normally have a larger

impact on the rheological behavior than filler–polymer

interactions.

Spinnability. Figure 7 shows the maximum attainable melt

draw ratios vs the filler content from the spinning experiments

using the capillary rheometer. Up to 9% CB the spin line was

intact even at the highest attainable winding speed correspond-

ing to a MDR of 207. At higher filler concentrations, the melt

draw ratio at break gradually decreased with increasing filler

concentration. At 15% CB and above, spin line instabilities were

visually observed and MDR@break exhibited a large scatter. For

filled polymer systems, it has been shown that materials with a

high yield stress exhibits poor spinnability.27 During melt spin-

ning, as the take-up speed increases, the spin line extensional

rate increases and thus also the extensional stress in the melt. In

melt spinning of filled polymer systems, the extensional yield

stress is of great importance,28 but is difficult to measure.

Tanaka and White29 indicated however a relation between the

shear and elongational properties of filled polymer melts which

supports the correlation between the shear yield stress and the

spinnability noted here.

When manufacturing electrically conductive fibers the two

important factors to consider are the spinnability and the con-

ductivity. The results obtained shows that the LS-CB and HS-

CB composites can exhibit a similar rheological response but

differ in electrical conductivity by almost one order of magni-

tude. For example, the 5.3 vol % HS-CB/HDPE composite had

a Ys-value similar to that of the 18.4 vol % LS-CB composite,

but the electrical conductivity of the HS-CB composite was

0.2 S/cm compared to 0.95 S/cm for the LS-CB. The LS-CB

could barely be spun to a fiber with a MDR of 10, whereas the

HS-CB was not spinnable at all. However, as seen in Figure 7

LS-CB composite (11.7 vol % CB) with a conductivity of 0.2 S/

cm could almost be spun with a MDR of 100. The disturbance

of the spin line could be caused by structural differences of the

filler, the HS-CB having a more branched structure and thus a

larger hydrodynamic volume than the LS-CB. When the hydro-

dynamic volume of the aggregates overlaps, preventing the free

rotation of the agglomerates, the shaping of the melt into a

fiber is hindered. It has been shown that a high-structured CB

composite melt could withstand a larger strain than a low-

structured CB20 indicating a stronger rheological network. This

could be a possible explanation why the HS-CB composite

could not be spun. Based on these findings it seems reasonable

to assume that the LS-CB would represent a better trade-off

between conductivity and processability.

Figure 5. Shear yield stress and storage modulus plotted versus filler vol-

ume fraction for LS-CB/HDPE composites used for fiber production.

Figure 6. Shear rate as a function of shear stress for LS-CB at different fil-

ler contents and 5.3 vol % HS-CB in the PE matrix.

Figure 7. Maximum attained melt draw ratio at break plotted versus filler

volume fraction of LS-CB/HDPE composites.
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Melt Spinning of Bi-Component Fibers Using LS-CB in the

Core Material

As noted above, an increased filler loading reduced the draw-

ability of the composite and the resulting fiber was too brittle

for further processing into a textile. Using sheath/core bi-

component technology, i.e. surrounding the composite with a

load-bearing sheath, can be a way to produce a fiber with suffi-

cient strength.7 Multifilament yarns with a high molecular

weight PA6 sheath with different CB contents in the LS-CB/

HDPE core were produced; these fibers contained 18, 22, and

26 vol % CB in the core material. The electrical properties are

summarized in Table I. The attainable MDR and SSDR

decreased as the CB content in the core composite increased,

and the yarn titer thus had to be increased to obtain a coherent

core. Fibers containing 18 vol % CB could be drawn with SSDR

up to 3, and this was also the limit for fibers with unfilled

HDPE in the core. The maximum SSDR of single component

fibers of the PA6 grade used and produced under similar condi-

tions was also about 3. Thus, neither the pure HDPE in the

core, nor the 18 vol % CB composite, limited the attainable

SSDR. To produce fibers containing 22 and 26 vol % CB, a

reduction to 2 in SSDR was required for achieving a stable spin

line without filament breakage. The high viscosity of the core

material then required a higher die head pressure, up to the

limit of the equipment. The sheath/core volume flow was bal-

anced to obtain the maximum amount of core material in the

fibers under steady process conditions. Optical and SEM micro-

graphs of fiber cross-sections in Figure 8 show the conductive

filler network appearing as the whitish structure in the right-

hand image.

Influence of Cold Drawing and Annealing Temperature on

the Electrical Properties of the Bi-Component Fibers

To obtain sufficient strength of a melt spun fiber, the fiber must

be cold drawn. This involves stretching the fibers in the solid

state, a process that has a negative influence on the conductivity

of the fibers. The electrical volume conductivity of the fibers

containing 18 vol % CB was reduced from 1 S/cm for the

undrawn strand to 0.47 S/cm for fibers produced with

MDR 5 101, SSDR 5 1, and to 0.15 S/cm for MDR 5 33,

SSDR 5 3. Previous studies7 have shown that SSDR had a stron-

ger influence on the electrical properties of the fibers than

MDR which is in line with the present findings.

By heat treating the fibers in an oven above the melting point

of the fiber core, the conductivity can be restored.7 Here the

fibers were heat treated on the godet rolls during spinning.

Table II shows how the temperature of the godet rolls influ-

enced the conductivity of the fibers. The fibers could be heat

treated either by heating both the bottom rolls and the middle

rolls above the melting point of the core material or by just

heating the middle rolls above the melting point. The heat

treatment was however more efficient if both pairs of rolls were

heated.

When the fibers were cold drawn (between bottom and middle

rolls) at a temperature below the melting point of the core

material but annealed above the melting point on the middle

rollers, the rearrangement of the CB particles (restoring the

conductivity) was surprisingly fast. The total residence time on

the heated godet rolls was as short as 0.8 s and the conductivity

increased from 0.44 S/cm to 0.72 S/cm. The effect of varying

the temperature of the godet rolls is illustrated by samples 4–11

in Table I where T1 and T2 were varied between 50 and 140�C.

The metering pump was set so that the maximum amount of

core material could be incorporated into the fibers (sheath/core

volume ratio 5 8/5) still keeping the spinning process stable.

The titer was 26 dtex/fiber, tenacity was 23.7 (62.5) cN/tex,

elongation at break 105.1 (637.1) % and Young’s modulus 126

(636) cN/tex. Increasing the godet rolls temperature from 70�C
to 140�C had a negligible influence on the mechanical proper-

ties (tenacity was 24.6 6 2.8 cN/tex). Figure 9 shows the

Figure 8. (a) Bi-component fibers with a conductive composite containing

26 vol % LS-CB, (a) a bundle of fibers and (b) the carbon filler network

in the core appearing more whitish than the darker polymer matrix.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table II. Influence of Godet Roll Temperature on the Electrical

Conductivity of Bi-Component Fibers with 26 vol % CB

Rollers Temperature (�C)

Bottom rollers, T1 70 70 140

Middle rollers, T2 70 140 140

Electrical conductivity
(S/cm)

0.44 0.72 1.27
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conductivity of the fibers versus the godet (bottom and middle

rolls) temperature.

The additional thermal energy supplied by the godet rolls dur-

ing the cold drawing stage increased the polymer chain mobility

in the core matrix and thus enhanced the rearrangement and

restoration of the CB network. Figure 9 shows that the conduc-

tivity was affected already at temperatures well below Tm of the

core; around 70�C a gradual increase was initiated. It is likely

that the core material starts to soften with an associated

increased molecular mobility at these temperatures as indicated

by the broad melting peak in Figure 10(b). Around 100�C the

melting become more pronounced, accompanied by a thermal

expansion and the increase in conductivity is flattening out.

The surrounding PA6 sheath is still solid and withstanding the

spin line forces giving the molecular reorientation required for

achieving desired mechanical properties of the spun fibers.

However, the fiber conductivity is not restored to the values of

the undrawn strands, see Figure 2. This is probably due to a

reduction in contact points between the filler particles due to a

break up of CB clusters during the melt extension. It can be

argued that the short residence time on the rolls does not allow

for a complete recovery of the CB network. To study the influ-

ence of the heating time on the conductivity, a yarn was placed

in an oven, slightly tensed and clamped to avoid shrinkage dur-

ing heat treatment. The electrical conductivity remained how-

ever the same as that of fibers annealed on the godet rolls

although the treatment time was extended. An extension of the

heat treatment time thus had no influence on the fiber conduc-

tivity. As seen in Figure 10(a), the fibers were heated and the

Figure 9. The electrical conductivity versus the temperature of the bottom

and middle rolls for fibers containing 26 vol % CB in the core.

Figure 10. (a) The temperature dependence of conductivity for the bi-

component fibers during annealing and (b) DSC curve for the 26 vol %

CB/HDPE composite during heating and cooling.

Figure 11. (a) A woven band with the conducitve bi-compoent fibers in

the warp direction and (b) corsponding IR image when 48 V was applied.

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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core composite started to melt, leading to a decrease in conduc-

tivity due to a breakage of the CB network as a result of ther-

mal expansion and melting of the crystalline HDPE matrix.30,31

Figure 10(b) Shows DSC thermograms from the first heating

and subsequent cooling of pelletized core material, confirming

that the melting and re-crystallization agrees well with the

decrease and increase in conductivity observed during heating

and cooling of the fibers in the oven, Figure 10(a).

From the fibers a weave was formed in an industrial band weav-

ing machine with the conductive fibers in warp direction, see

Figure 11(a). The heating ability of the fabric was demonstrated

by applying 48–84 V DC to a 40 cm long sample, see Figure

11(b). The surface temperature of the fabric increased from

20�C to 30�C when 48V was applied as seen from the image

taken by an IR camera. When the voltage was gradually raised

up to 84V a temperature increase up to 35�C was noted.

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results from spinnability trials show that a low-

structured CB/HDPE composite exhibited a spinnability that

was superior to that of a high-structured CB/HDPE composite

due to structural differences in the CB network in the two com-

posite fibers. The rheological studies pointed to that a higher

yield stress was associated with a poorer spinnability.

The low-structured CB/HDPE was incorporated into the core of

a bi-component fiber suitable for heating applications. Increas-

ing the solid state drawing temperature and in line annealing

above the melting point of the conductive core enhanced the

mobility of the polymer molecules and thus restored the con-

ductive pathways in the CB network without influencing the

mechanical properties of the fibers. The resulting conductivity

of the fibers was shown to be independent of the annealing

time. The recovery of the CB network due to the heat treatment

took place in less than 1 second. Thus it is possible to produce

melt spun textile fibers with a conductivity of 1.5 S/cm. The

fibers are suitable for car seat heating or in similar applications

where high voltages energy supplies are available.
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